Altered specificity of IGF2 promoter imprinting during fetal development and onset of Wilms tumour.
The specificity of IGF2 promoter imprinting was examined in embryonal tissues and Wilms tumour. In several fetal tissues of approximately 12 weeks gestation, IGF2 was found to be monoallelically expressed from all IGF2 promoters i.e. P1, P2, P3 and P4. However, in tissues of slightly older gestation age (15-17 weeks) relaxation of imprinting at the P1 promoter was evident, although the P2-P4 promoters remained imprinted. These data indicate that early in embryogenesis a population of cells exists in which all IGF2 promoters are imprinted, but that as development proceeds the imprinting of the P1 promoter is relaxed. The pattern of IGF2 promoter imprinting was also analysed in Wilms tumour. In some tumours, the pattern of promoter imprinting was identical to that found in early fetal kidney, indicating that this tumour originates within early embryonic kidney tissue. In contrast, in tumours in which relaxation of imprinting had occurred, imprinting relaxation affected all IGF2 promoters. This aberrant pattern of promoter imprinting, which was not detected in fetal kidney, provides further evidence that pathological relaxation of IGF2 imprinting is involved in the genesis of Wilms tumour.